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Ivan A. said:
Just noticed in the notes that George Klein arranged the nurses. George
Klein is 1 of the head Jewish republicans in the US can George Klein also
be involved in the Pinto scam. This oddball Rabbi must make tens of
millions a year. http://www.rjchq.org/About
/biodetail.aspx?id=1194eef1-9b18-4c56-8ca0-fa880748da41

Ivan A. said:
Rabbi Pinto is a crook it seems. He is talking about missing millions of
dollars -Doesnt seem like anyone will have to look very far to see where the
millions went he claims is missing. His clothes, his vacations, baby nurses
and all of the rest of this crazy looking expenses. Wow this Rabbi Pinto is a
real scam artist following in the footsteps of others. Wow wow wow.

Rabbi Pinto scam said:
Rabbi Pinto is a pornographer, gives death curses and steals from his
father in law. Rabbi Pinto being a scam says nothing about holy Jews - just
that he is slime pretending to be a "rabbi"

Avi L. said:
Avi Weiss is a hero and has changed thousands of Jewish lives. How can
anyone speak negatively of this man.

Shlomi Goldberg said:
Rabbi Pinto is so corrupt he isnt involved with pornography - They had to
1st bootleg it and then get involved. Simply amazing - and Rabbi Pinto wife
owns an apartment with the guy. Pinto raises 60 Million dollars a year and
has 3 employees. What can be better than that.

William clarks said:
Now I understand Anthonys last name & the connection. Rebbetzein must
not be getting enough pinto at home so needs some son of a dick on the
side. Its a good comedy show and a good porno. Rabbi Pinto is a scam.
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Haim Revhay said:
There are some orthodox jerks and there are some catholic jerks and
muslim jerks and all the rest... and the same goes for thieves and slime
balls like Pinto... But being Jewish is great and we have to be strong and
be good not a Pinto.

Haim Revhay said:
The numbers here make no sense. $60MM raised and only $5MM in Israel
they claim - So how can they do all those programs on those numbers ?
$60MM and 3 employees - That may mean Pinto makes $50MM plus a
year himself.... They dont do anything and someone must investigate.

Joey Glickstein said:
The better question is Pinto held a fundraiser @15 CPW and raised $1MM
plus for this precise site - Where is that money ? Theres a lot of FBI
hanging around Pinto and a lot of rumors abound about him.

Pinto beware of rabbi pinto of shuva israel said:
Funny there are many who believe Pinto himself is being investigated by
IRS and numerous government authorities. Pinto charges people a ton of
money for what he deems advice, and pockets the money for himself. He's
probably way richer than Lebron and Kimmel at this point. Pinto is a fraud
and charlaton.

Rabbi Pinto is a fraud said:
The real life Rabbi Pinto is in a lot of trouble lately apparently. Numerous of
his followers are alleging he is a fraud, he owns a $40 Million NYC buildign
and just bought a $8 Million NYC building and even his 11 year old son
wears a $20K rolex.

HELP HELP said:
Please folks the man is dead. Dont speak of "strange forms" or nasty
things. The man who was a holy holy man is dead. Shame on you. BTW, if
anyone can jump a 9 foot wall, let the NBA know about it. If not be quiet
and contact the NYPD and FBI if you know anything.

Chabad is great said:
Yesh din vyesh dayan. Criticize gd fearing jews all day and you too shall
pay the price. You want to attack Jews all day join the KKK (or Project J).
Yes some Orthodox Jews make mistakes, but most are great people... and
chabad is the best mechanism for Jewish outreach that exists. SR you
have committed many sins and should simply give up.
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Larry Rothstein said:
5W is in business and keeps growing. They were 21 largest agency in
world this year.
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